ABSTRACT A growing number of social video distribution services are turning toward to the cloud-based architecture for lower cost and better scalability. Although appealing, such a cloud content delivery network (cloud-based CDN) involves two key tasks: to dynamically migrate the contents across multiple data centers on diverse locations and to place user requests in the proper sites such that the monetary cost and service latency are targeted appropriately. In this paper, we formulate these two objectives into a combinational optimization problem and develop a context-aware community-based computing model to discover the contextual information of video propagation. In particular, we explore the social graph that people created to estimate the potential demands of each video and to propose a basic scheme for video migration and request placement under the heterogeneous cloud paradigm. Since the basic scheme adopts a greedy algorithm per step, it only obtains the short-term optimality. To solve this problem, we design an advanced scheme that can align to the long-term optimum solution and can ensure that the total monetary cost is minimized while meeting the predefined service level agreements (SLAs). Compared with present scheduling techniques, we found that the designed algorithm achieves lower service cost yet guarantees that the response time of requests is all within the specified quality of service (QoS) requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
Content distribution applications as a dominating category of Internet services enable people to watch videos in user-generated media platforms (e.g, youku and youtube), and share them via video links included in social messages (e.g., microblogs and tweets) [1] . To host such a service, a cloud-based content delivery network (cloud-based CDN) with multiple distributed data centers is ideal for supporting highly dynamic contents and demands in large-scale online social networks [2] . The main advantage of cloud-based CDN is that the application providers can release from the IT infrastructure maintenance and focus on content provisioning. A lot of content distribution applications are increasingly deployed on the cloud platform [3] , [4] , such as video-on-demand (VoD) services [5] , online gaming [6] , and social networking services [7] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhaoqing Pan. There are two major tasks involved in a typical cloud-based CDN, namely front-end web services for handling the user requests, and back-end storage for placing contents. In particular, cloud-based web services are responsible for allotting the requests while the storage servers are in charge of preserving the contents. Then, the key challenge for a cloud-based CDN is how to place contents and requests among many data centers in an effective manner. In particular, cloud providers not only need to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirements specified by users via Service Level Agreements (SLAs), but also to reduce the operational cost.
Several heuristic algorithms have been proposed for content migration and request placement in a dynamic, geo-distributed cloud, such as GSO [14] and MCH [32] . Nevertheless, it is a great challenge to design an algorithm with minimum cost over consecutive time periods, particularly when we set out to study the problem of cost optimization in the dynamic and heterogeneous cloud, while ensuring the QoS requirements.
B. MOTIVATION
The paper investigates how shall the content distribution provider dynamically place videos and assign user requests over the heterogeneous cloud platform, so that the minimization of overall cost and good service quality can be guaranteed during the continuous operation of the system. This goal is similar to many existing works in cloud-based CDN, however, so far, there are few efforts have been devoted to exploit correlations among video contents and social influences among users, as a CDN can evolve dynamically with the arrival of new users, the departure of old users, and the changes of social relationship, these factors may affect video propagation and need to be studied in-depth.
In particular, contents on cloud-based CDN are propagated in small communities, where subscribers are linked by their social contacts, and they usually behave close territoriality or similar interests [8] . As reported in [9] , nearly 20% of subscribers are affected by the community when retrieving social media, in which recommendation influences their choices of video watching.
Great efforts [8] - [10] , [27] , [40] have been devoted to migrate the application into clouds with the goals of the cost reduction and QoS guarantees in mind, unfortunately, the researchers study optimal solutions only suit scenarios that the capacity of contents and the number of requests are fixed, this is exactly the traditional CDN most capable in handling. Thus, they neither take full advantage of social relationships to promote the QoS needs of video dissemination, nor guarantee the long-term cost minimization under the dynamic contents and demands.
Recently, Lyapunov optimization technique (LoT) [2] has been widely used to solve the content allocation and request assignment problem such that tunable performance achieved close to the optimal solution over the long run. However, they cannot guarantee 100% of response delays are satisfied within predefined SLAs, and the cost optimality is achieved at the cost of other resources, such as memory consumption, computation time, and communication bandwidth.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this study, we develop a unique optimization framework to accommodate cost-efficient, dynamic migration of social video distribution into heterogeneous cloud, and design a content migration and request assignment mechanism to cut down the service cost over entire run of the system subjected to the QoS constraints. Our solution is rooted in discovering the social relationship among users, where cost minimizing and performance guarantee are realized simultaneously via efficient implementation of content placement and request assignment among different clouds.
The basic idea of this thesis is to estimate the number of requests for the next w (w > 0) steps, and derive the optimal solution for each step by using the greedy algorithm, as this approach only obtains short-term optimality, we then rectify these optimal results toward to the long-term optimality through the adjusting strategy.
In summary, we have the following contributions. 1) We present a video propagation model that exploits the contextual information (video correlation and user social contacts) of video dissemination system to estimate all potential service requirements, and devise a video migration and request assignment algorithm to accommodate the measured demands, the scheme uses greedy algorithm to minimize the overall monetary cost at each time slot, which converges to the optimal decisions unless satisfying all the constraints, thus, we refer to it as the basic scheme.
2) We further propose an advanced scheme upon the basis of the basic scheme and closely aligns to the long-term optimum solution. One salient feature of the advanced scheme is that it can bound the response time 100% limited within the preset QoS requirements with extra overhead negligible, while ensuring that the overall monetary cost is minimized.
3) We carry out extensive experiments upon the realistic cloud settings. Compared with the approaches in practice, the presented algorithm can further depress the overall monetary cost of the system and the average response time of end users. In fact, the suggested algorithm can cut down the cost over 30% without degrading the QoS needs of end users against exiting alternatives.
D. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The following chapters are arranged as follows. Section II contrasts our scheme with existing work in literatures. Section III states the design models and problem formulation. Section IV presents a greedy-based algorithm for content migration and request assignment, followed by the advanced algorithm in Section V. Section VI conducts the evaluations, and we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK A. TRANSFERENCE OF SERVICES ONTO CLOUDS
Plenty of considerations have merged to study the transference of content distribution applications onto the cloud infrastructure. Hajjat et al. [11] , Zhang et al. [12] and Sharma et al. [13] were the first batch of researchers that devoted to move enterprises IT applications onto a heterogeneous or hybrid cloud. They focused on considering the specific constraints in the developed models, such as security policies, load factor, and transaction delays. Chen et al. [14] developed cloud-based CDNs to minimize computation and storage cost with the QoS constraints, they designed a greedy-based heuristic algorithm to achieve local optimum. Zhang et al. [15] proposed an efficient offline algorithm and several online algorithms to elaborately instruct specific data migration onto cloud for the long run, they dedicated to shorten the distances between the replica and the requester. Menzel et al. [16] investigated the migration of multi-component web applications distributed over different locations. He et al. [17] and Xiao et al. [18] studied user access patterns and individual demands of target users in a typical VoD application and how to migrate such services onto cloud sites. Jiao et al. [7] and Xia et al. [19] advocated the replication of user profiles to a cloud based on their social connections. This paper differs from those works by the following aspects: 1) We study transference of the social media services onto heterogeneous cloud and utilize social connections among users to derive future requests; 2) We study dynamic transference over consecutive time periods to get cost optimality in the long-term.
B. SOCIAL MEDIA PROPAGATION
Zhou et al. [20] measured the related video recommendation and its effect on the counts of video viewing in YouTube. Wang et al. [21] and Zhou et al. [22] studied the change rule of video popularity over time, and applied the results to design video caching strategies for CDNs. Dodds and Watts [23] regarded each item as a contagious disease that disseminates through the social connections, and built an infective model to spread the information. On the contrary, we design a novel propagation model by exploiting the association between video contents and social relationships among users for estimating future demands. Benevenuto et al. [24] revealed that content on cloud-based CDN is propagated in small coteries, where social users who have similar interests are joined by social relationships. Scellato et al. [25] proposed location-aware cache replacement policy to improve multimedia file caching in different CDN servers, however, they didn't investigate the problem of request assignment and content placement over multiple data centers.
C. SOCIAL CONTENT REPLICATION
A variety of work investigated social characteristics to disseminate information with QoS guarantee. Pujol et al. [26] allowed users to store the data in the same server with their neighbors and built a social relationship graph to minimize the transference overhead. Liu et al. [27] devised probabilistic data migration in dispersed cloud, and aimed to minimize the communication cost among datacenters by jointly considered each data replica's update rate and visit rate. Wang et al. [28] studied content replication strategy for social videos in edge clouds, where videos are sent to users based on a joint consideration of user mobility, social graphs, and content state. Rajapaksha et al. [29] advocated users to directly share their generated contents among existing social connections over social media clouds, and focused on minimizing the distances and latency when video propagated. Jiao et al. [30] investigated bi-objective optimization problem of transferring subscribers' data into several homogeneous clouds, where they built a framework to trade-off among objectives, user base, and convergence rate. Hu et al. [5] , [31] classified users into different community based on their viewing interests, and designed efficient video replication and request assignment strategy to retrieve videos from community members instead of uploaders. Wang et al. [32] investigated instant social video in multi-cloud system and proposed a heuristic algorithm to improve the inter-cloud data propagation. However, none of them guarantee over-time minimization with a dynamic algorithm.
D. APPLICATION OF LYAPUNOV OPTIMIZATION
Some research efforts proved that employing Lyapunov optimization technique [33] can guarantee the total service cost is retained in a little distance from the optimal solution [5] , [6] , [34] - [36] . Ren et al. [34] designed an online scheduler to distribute jobs among multiple geographically distributed data centers with delay constraints. Their model assumed that the data of each job is stored in the known and fixed place, while we further consider data transference activities in the scheduler. Amble et al. [35] exploited queuing theory in Lyapunov function to design contentaware caching and request placement strategies for traditional CDNs. Tian et al [6] studied transference of online gaming services onto cloud platform, and focused on providing good-enough quality of experience to the users. They designed online algorithm upon Lyapunov optimization technique to minimize the overall service cost with provable upper bounds. The goal of Qiu et al. [36] is similar to us because it also investigates dynamic algorithm to optimally replicate contents and distribute requests in heterogeneous data centers. However, we use a different charging models and unique construction of social influences for social video application, which is shown to be more efficient and flexible with experiments in Section VI.
III. MODELS & PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section illustrates the resource rendering mode for video distribution application over a heterogeneous cloud infrastructure and shows the objective optimization problem of video transference and request assignment into the heterogeneous cloud.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a typical content distribution application, which consists of a private cloud owned by the provider of the content distribution application, and a public cloud located in multiple geographical regions [36] . One data center resides in each region, and different DCs are interconnected by wide area network. It is realistic for most of content distribution providers (CDPs) to apply such distributed clouds to build the system cost-effectively [37] , [38] . In particular, a CDP may operate several geographically dispersed DCs as the private cloud based on the application scale. When private cloud runs out of capacity, it can rent resources on public clouds and dynamically start virtual machines (VM) on there. The public cloud includes a few DCs located in different regions, while the private cloud has the original copies of all the videos and owned by the CDP. A control center is deployed by the service provider as access portals to the video service, and our proposed algorithm is run on the control center, which is implemented in a distributed fashion. The demands from end users are first handled by the control center and then forwarded to the DCs for further processing, as shown in Figure 1 .
The video distribution application has two major components, namely front-end web service that deal with user's demands and back-end video storage. If both modules are moved to the heterogeneous cloud, then requests are assigned to VMs on the computing servers and videos are kept on storage servers. We follow the typical pricing models of Amazon EC2 [39] , which considers three types of charges to the users: rental costs of VMs to run the service, storage costs to hold data on the storage servers, and the communication costs among DCs. The former two are computed by per-unit time usage, and the last one is charged by per-byte rate of traffic volume.
B. SOCIAL NETWORKING MODEL
Users in the thesis are derived from social networks, they have certain social relationship, organize spontaneously, and form a certain interest community or group, a registered user can create and upload videos to the servers/VMs in the heterogeneous cloud, and then the videos can be downloaded and played by others. We assume that short videos are more prevalent in the system, e.g., several minutes, with the size of several tens of megabytes. Users may focus on others (by adding other people as friends), appraise videos they have seen via microblogs [21] or twitter, and have similar interests to watch the videos. Moreover, the platform can recommend relevant or similar videos to the users according to the video they currently watched. The recommended method is subjected to various parameters such as video categories, user locations, click rate, watch history, etc. One of the most representative social media applications is Youtube [20] , which has social networking components.
C. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This paper aims to design an optimal, dynamic algorithm for the CDPs to strategically make the decisions on content transference into heterogeneous cloud: 1) video replication: whether a video is replicated to other DCs at each interval t?
2) request dispatching: for each video, how many requests are assigned to the private cloud while the rest of them should be dispatched to the public cloud at t? In particular, we want to minimize the monetary cost for the CDPs over time, while ensuring the QoS requirements of end users (e.g., access latency). For ease of reference, we list some important notations in Table 1 . Suppose that the heterogeneous cloud operates as the time frame mode, every interval is sufficient to upload/download any videos at the unit bandwidth, initially, t = 0. Let V (t) represent the set of videos at the time slot t and D be the set of DCs in the heterogeneous cloud. Without loss of generality, each region has one DC. Let U 
We characterize the cost of service transference on heterogeneous cloud as follows. First, in each DC k, the rental cost VOLUME 7, 2019 for a VM is v k per unit time, the storage cost is s k per byte per unit time, and the bandwidth cost is b k per byte. Then, the cost incurred by the requests from DC j to DC k for video v at t includes: 1) the storage cost x
where u k is the number of requests served by each VM on DC k per unit time, and 3) bandwidth cost of uploading videos y
represents the unit cost that DC k serves each request, we can simplify the above cost as y
Second, let m k represent the transference cost for a video from DC j to DC k, which contains bandwidth cost, computation cost, and memory consumption. Then the transference cost
We derive the objective function as follows:
P1 :
In the above problem, constraint (i) guarantees that the average response time of each request satisfies the QoS needs, where t jk is the average round-trip time between DC j and DC k. ε is the worst-case delay for each request, which is determined by the application provider. It is worth noting that the SLA violation will cause QoS degradation. However, for a particular user, the immediate feeling is the service time experienced by this user. Since different content placements can lead to different QoS, whether one strategy is superior to the others can be decided by a preset QoS threshold, e.g., ε, we only need to ensure that the content placement with the lowest cost has good QoS no worse than ε based on the QoS comparison. Therefore, the requirements to the response time of users are fixed in SLAs to guarantee reliable QoS, and the CDP can apply such model to define any fine-grained SLAs, e.g., 90% of requests are satisfied within 200ms and 50% of access must be within 100ms.
Constraint (ii) is used to ensure that the allocated bandwidth should be less than the upper bound bandwidth (denoted by B k ) the DC k reserved. Here, B k is the served requests in this work. Note that we do not consider the VM capacity and storage limits, as the on-demand and elastic nature of resource supplements help the application provider easy to expend.
The solution for our objective function P1 requires complete knowledge about the user behaviors and network conditions in the entire system operation, which is impossible in reality. Hence, we resort to develop an efficient algorithm to approach to the optimal solution. We first convert P1 into a set of greedy problems, each of which guarantees the cost minimization per step without any estimation information about requests. Then, we rectify the observed results of greedy algorithm toward to the optimum solution by discovering and utilizing the contextual information of the system.
IV. BASIC SCHEME A. ESTIMATING POTENTIAL DEMANDS
There are two cases for a user to see a video v: 1) the application platform analyzes the videos that the user has watched and recommends a close video v to him, and 2) the friends of this user who have viewed the video v and appraised it in the instant messaging software (i.e., microblog). We build the video propagation model upon the social community model [23] , and explore the social connections among users to estimate the potential viewing requests of an individual video.
Suppose that the original video v is delivered by user w
0 , then all possible viewer of this video at t is denoted by p (v) (t), and the actual number of requests at t is denoted as
Let U represent the aggregation of all registered users in the heterogeneous cloud. L (v) (t) is the aggregation of unwatched subscribers at the end of t. F(i) is the friend circle of user i. R (v) (t) is the collection of users who are recommended by the system to watch video v, and C (v) (t) is the collection of users appraise video v at t.
We use the expression ϕ v · ρ The propagation model of video is described as follows:
Constraint (1) estimates the number of potential viewers in t, which consists of the collection of remaining users in previous time slot p (v) (t −1)\a (v) (t −1), and those who newly requested, i.e., friends of those who appraised video v at t-1, but have not viewed it yet (∪ i∈C (v) 
and users who recommended by the system at t-1 (namely R (v) (t − 1)). Constraint (2) calculates the actual number of viewers at t, which is obtained by the potential viewers at t(p (v) (t)) multiplying the attenuation probability (ϕ v ·ρ
where t > t 0 . Constraint (3) computes the number of unwatched users at the end of t, which is derived by the collection of unwatched users at t-1 excluding the people who have watched it at t.
We use the information at t-1 to estimate the upcoming requests at t for all the videos in the entire system. For a
where F k (i) represents the communities of user i in DC k, and R 
B. PROBLEM SOLVING
P1 is further converted to the optimization problem P2:
where (
We define a time varying variable s k (t), when x 
Thus, we can rewrite P2 as follows:
where A 1 and A 2 are the collections which derived from the definition of x v k (t) and y v jk (t) in P1, respectively. Letα(t) = α jk (t), the problem in (5) can be rewritten as:
Then, P2 is converted into another problem:
, and
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm.
Input:
Geographical regions k, j ∈ D (j = k), and video set v ∈ V (t); User i's friends F(i), and appraising history C (v)
Derive video transferencex(t) by solving d 1 (α(t)); 6: Derive request assignmentỹ(t) by solving d 2 (α(t)); 7:
ifx(t) andỹ(t) are not optimal then 8: α
end if 10: until s.t. (i) and (ii) in P1 11: end for 12:end for We solve (7) and (8) directly by the previous algorithms in [40] , which gives the optimal solution to P2, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 begins with a nonnegative variable α In the l-th iteration, we use a step size λ l = 1/l to update the variable α jk is increased to adjust two problems toward to the satisfaction condition in the next iteration. The whole process is repeated until all constraints in t are satisfied to converge to the optimal situations.
It is worth noting that for users with high lively of interaction but are geographically in far locations, e.g., they are located in different data centers. One prerequisite is that users must be dispatched to a data center that already stored the videos they requested. In other words, if a user A recommends video(s) to his friend B, who located in another data center, VOLUME 7, 2019 and if user B chooses to watch the recommended video(s), then user B can request to the cloud platform separately. Furthermore, the videos studied in this thesis are not restricted to regular videos, for those paid or privacy-intensive videos, a user just recommends the video he has watched to his friends, whether his friends have authorities to see or willing to pay does not conflict with our work.
V. ADVANCED SCHEME Algorithm 1 makes decisions at each time slot based on its current optimal solution for video migration and request distribution after estimating all possible video viewers. However, it does not guarantee cost optimality over time as the number of requests for a video may fluctuate dynamically. For instance, assume video v is cached on DC j at t-1, and the algorithm indicates that replicating v from j is cost-optimal at t (e.g., due to the demands for v rapidly reduce at t). However, it is possible that the demands for v in DC f will increase again in the next few slots, and remaining at f can save the transference cost.
To address this problem, we further propose an advanced scheme to adjust the results of Algorithm 1 toward to the long-term optimality. The advanced scheme considers the cost optimization over a period of time rather than individual time slot, while it is built upon the basis of the basic scheme. Specifically, assuming the current time is t, and the optimization results of the next w (w >0) steps are first derived by greedy algorithm, then the advanced scheme judges whether changing the migration policy from 0 to 1 (1 for 'yes' and 0 for 'no') at t is more cost saving than the basic scheme after comparing the optimization results beyond w. If the result turns to 'yes', then, video v is transference from data center j; otherwise, we should keep video v on data center j at t.
In the following, we first give the offline optimal solution, followed by the combination of the short-term algorithm and long-term algorithm.
jk (t) denote the optimum solution for P1, and let χ(t) = {x(t)|x k (t) ∈ {0, 1}} represent the collection of all possible solutions for video transference at t. Then, given the replication decision at t with x(t), the cumulative cost in [1, t] is denoted as (t,x(t)). The algorithm starts with (1,x(1) = miñ y (1) (x(1),ỹ(1)), wherẽ x(1) ∈ χ (1),ỹ(1) is defined by constraints (i) in P1, and calculates the subsequent time slots recursively (t,x(t)) = miñ
x(t−1),ỹ(t)
{ (t − 1,x(t − 1)+ (x(t),ỹ(t))} (9) where (x(t),ỹ(t)) is the monetary cost at t. the algorithm searches the optimal cost to the problem in (9) , if it turns out that (t,x(t)) = +∞, which means there is no feasible solution for content replication at t.
At each time slot t, we fixx(t) and find the minimum cumulative cost among all feasible solutions in t-1 (χ(t − 1)), and add the cost incurred at t ( (x(t),ỹ(t))) to the obtained optimal cost in t-1 ( (t − 1,x(t − 1))). In short, we use the best migration strategy in t-1 to derive the lowest cumulative cost up to t. We can also derive the optimal video migration and request assignment policies in t-1 by tracking the optimal decision path back to t-2. This process is repeated until it reaches to the first time slot. Finally, we have cost-optimized in [1,T ] ( (T ,x * (T )) for P1 under the replication decisioñ x * (T ) = arg miñ x(T )∈χ(T ) (T ,x(T )) and request assignment policyỹ * (T ).
B. ADJUSTMENT STRATEGY
Given the greedy algorithm per step and the optimum solution, there are two cases for a video v in DC k at t: replicating (x k (t − 1) = 0, it means that migrating v to DC k is suitable to render requests at t, even though this would incur the transference cost and other management cost. However, considered that if v is still required in DC k in a later time according to the optimum solution, then caching v there is more favorable than removing it; otherwise, if v is no longer needed in DC k after the transference, retaining it in place is the best policy for t. thus, x k (t) = 0, the condition is more complicated, we need to determine whether the basic scheme is the optimum solution or not, by capturing the potential information at w time slots (the step size beyond t). We use the viewing demands in w to judge whether changing x (v) k (t) from 0 to 1 is more cost saving than the basic scheme.
Assume that the requests in w can be known by our propagation model or by using other regression techniques [15] , then we can derive the greedy algorithm by solving P2 for the following time slots t + 1, t + 2, . . ., respectively. Let w = θ t denote that after x v k (t) periods of time, the basic scheme x 
represent the decision variables of video transference from t to θ t, then the normal sequence of the basic scheme during t to θ t can be represented as x
. We obtain another decision sequence x Algorithm 2 Adjustment Algorithm.
Input:
Geographical regions: k, j ∈ D(j = k), and video set:
Video transference policyx(t), request assignment policyỹ(t); 1: Estimate a Obtain greedy strategy for regular sequence x
break; 10:
else if x k (t) helps to reduce the total cost, we have to compare the cost changes of the two transference policies in [t, t + min(θ t, θt)]. Thus, the window size w is set as min(θ t, θt).
We use
to denote the cost difference between the normal sequence and the adjusted sequence in [t, t + w], which is derived by
k (t) from 0 to 1 can save the cost for the long-term operation of the system; or else, we should keep x (v) k (t) = 0. Algorithm 2 depicts our adjustment strategy. In line 5-16, we set a threshold T thr to avoid that the step size w is too large, i.e., θ t → ∞. That is, if sequences x k (t) to 0 at t. The threshold T thr is usually set to a small value according to the previous studies in [36] and [37] . We will show how we set T thr in section VI.
Then, the total computational complexity of adjustment algorithm across the time span T is
The complexity of the adjustment algorithm depends on the number of data centers and the number of videos involved in the system, since we calculate the total time complexity over a period of time T , we argue that the complexity is affordable in current cloud computing platforms and it is still much lower than that of other existing schemes, e.g., the LoT based schemes. We empirically study the case when the number of videos, requests, and clouds increases in Section V-G.
Finally, we guarantee that the adjustment algorithm can get closer to the optimum solution than greedy algorithm, as the adjustment algorithm only changes the transference strategy x k (t) = 1, which decreases the overall monetary cost in the long run.
C. DISCUSSIONS
There are some possible concerns in the practical implementation of the request propagation model and the corresponding algorithms. VOLUME 7, 2019
1) PREPARATIONS OF THE SYSTEM
In the beginning, the newly uploaded videos are stored in private cloud that is closest to the uploader. Since then all the videos are considered in the optimal transference to the public cloud.
2) DEPLOYMENT OF ALGORITHMS
The proposed algorithms are deployed on the control center, which collects requests from users and distributes them to the DCs. The control center is also responsible for estimating the number of subscribers for every video, maintaining the relationship among users, and keeping the user list up to date so that the cloud can recommend appropriate videos to each of it. All these of information are kept in a social relation table. The control center is also estimating and configuring the parameters ϕ v and ρ v in Section IV. Then, based on the known statistics, the propagation module estimates the upcoming viewing requests for each video. Next, the estimating results and the current transference status (stored in a transference information table) are fed into the greedy algorithm to deal with the problem P2. Finally, the adjustment algorithm uses the solution of the greedy algorithm and carves it perfectly approach to the optimum solution. The final video transference decisions are sent to the DCs for deploy videos in advance as well as dynamically scale up and down the rendering resources (i.e., bandwidth and VM).
3) MAINTENANCE CYCLE
Since the VM instances (i.e., Amazon's EC2) are paid by hours, the proposed algorithms can be carried out periodically at intervals of several hours.
4) SERVICE CONCURRENCY
Theoretically, a system should support unlimited content growth, and all videos should be moved in the cloud dynamically in the real system. In our work, we only pick up a subset of videos to run in each interval. For example, the viewing requests of topical or popular videos are spread across different regions quickly than ordinary videos, we can assign the transference strategy of these videos with a higher frequency, while set a longer interval for other videos.
5) TECHNICAL APPLICABILITY
our paper focuses on the dynamic and high interactivity video data, whether the proposed technique can be applied to other kinds of data depends on the specific type of application, and it is out of the scope of this paper.
6) COUPLING EFFECT
Our algorithms exploit the correlation of videos to derive the upcoming service demands, however, we argue that the replication decision of one video is independent with other videos. Whether replicating a batch of related videos together can save the monetary cost or not will be investigated in our future work.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Similar to the literature of [37] , we consider the heterogeneous cloud includes 6 public DCs and 1 private DCs and offers online social networks to 20 zones. In each public DC, the CDPs can provide approximately 500 VMs and each VM is assumed to deal with one request per time slot, while in each private DC, there are 200 servers which can handle two service requests per time slot. Each time slot is set to one hour, with the same granularity of service provided by Amazon [38] . According to the measurement result of YouTube videos in [40] , the average size of a video is 8 MB and over 95% of videos are less than 15 MB.
At the beginning of the system, there are 1000 videos and 10000 emulated users. The average number of requests for a video is subjected to Poisson distribution, with 0.2 request per video per slot. The maximum response time of each request, ε, is set to 150 ms because the latency over 200 ms will bring the user poor experience [18] .
To simulate a highly dynamic social network, in each time slot, 2% of fresh videos are added to the cloud, and the video popularity evolves and changes over time follow social cascades revealed in literature [42] . Each video can be recommended to 1% of the system users who have lately seen a similar content. We assume that a subscriber appraises the video immediately after viewing it, and the reviews can be used to attract new users. Unlike most of previous works, we consider a differentiated charging model in heterogeneous cloud, with little adjustments of Amazon Web Services, as given in Table 2 . 
B. ESTIMATING OF USER REQUESTS
We first evaluate the operability of the proposed video dissemination model for acquiring the potential requests. In order to capture the evolution of video popularity, we use the real traces to simulate the content dissemination and found that ϕ v is set to 0.6 and ρ v in the range of [0.9, 0.95] that match the results well. Figure 3 plots the viewing request of a random video in the time duration of 72 hours, where the solid curve is the actual requests, and the estimation point are made on the time slots marked by ''•'', followed by five estimated values at consecutive time slots that marked by star shape ''•''. In the figure, the first estimation point is set as t = 2, and the following five time slots are estimated results at t = 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Note that we only pick a few time slots at random to make the calculation, which are t = 2, 14, 26, 38, 50, and 62, respectively, with an interval of 12 hours. As we can see, the estimated results using our propagation model match well with the actual requests. However, the estimated accuracy decreases as the increases of applied window size, indicating that we should carefully choose the observed window sizes. Figure 4 investigates the impact of T thr on the cost of our adjustment algorithm. We can see that a larger window size achieves larger cost savings, this is due to the fact that with a larger window size, the CDPs can collect more information about future demands from users, which helps them to prepare and adjust the required resources in advance. However, the gap of cost savings becomes smaller as T thr increases, e.g., adjusting T thr from 1 to 2 achieves about 300$ of cost savings per hour, while the value decreases to about 200$ when adjusting T thr from 2 to 3. Changing T thr from 4 to 5 has not shown much improvement over time. From this figure, we can conclude that a moderate T thr is capable to guarantee desired cost savings. Figure 5 examines the service response delay per request by our algorithm under different window sizes. It indicates that a larger window size incurs a higher response delay, and the gap grows as the increase of T thr . The reason is, a larger window size leads to an increase of computing best cost saving strategies in the subsequent intervals by choosing all feasible request dispatching decisions and all potential video transference decisions at t. We also observe that the response delay of our algorithm is always confined within 200ms in all window sizes, indicating that our algorithm is applicable to realistic environments.
C. IMPACT OF WINDOW SIZE
From Figure 3 to Figure 5 , we notice that a good tradeoff between the estimation accuracy, cost saving, and QoS should be made. The larger the window size is, the more the cost savings, but in the meantime introducing the lower estimation accuracy and the higher response delay.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES
We compare the adjustment algorithm with other potential algorithms, such as the full replication (F-Rep), the online algorithm based on Lyapunov optimization theory (L-Opt) [5] , [6] , [34] - [36] , the greedy algorithm, and the optimum solution.
• F-Rep: It places the replicas of each video onto each DC at all times. The requests from users can be dispatched to any DC as long as the time delay constraints are satisfied.
• L-Opt: This line of work also formulates the system of front-end source nodes and backend storage nodes. However, it establishes request queues for all videos at the uploading peer, and makes decisions on content placement and request assignment at every time interval. It also guarantees that the overall cost achieved by Lyapunov optimization theory is confined to a fixed distance from the optimum solution.
• Greedy algorithm: It deals with the requests without buffering them in queues when they arrive, and makes the decision on video replication and request assignment in the current time slot to minimize the monetary cost.
• Optimum solution: It uses the optimum algorithm described in Section V, with full information about the system over all time slots. Figure 6 depicts the cost differences between F-Rep, L-Opt, the greedy algorithm, and our adjustment algorithm (T thr = 1) at each time slot. Here, we use overrunning cost to better illustrate the observations, and the overrunning cost is calculated as the cost of each algorithm (F-Rep, L-Opt, and greedy) minus cost with our adjustment algorithm, respectively. Our algorithm outperforms F-Rep and greedy algorithm, because F-Rep uses the complete content distribution strategies, while greedy algorithm focuses on local optimum, FIGURE 4. Impact of window sizes on the cost of our algorithm. in which each video is dispatched to the most suitable DC on the current view to serve the requests, regardless of the arrival pattern of the upcoming demands, no matter whether offering a service there is cheaper than original DC. For fair comparison, we set the control parameter V for L-Opt ranges from 2500 to 5000, as this section can obtain a good trade-off between service quality and cost optimality. We can see that L-Opt has a lower cost than F-Rep and greedy algorithm but still higher than our algorithm, the gap is about 200$ per hour, indicating that the optimization of queue size cannot necessarily minimize the actual cost. Figure 7 plots the cost overrunning rate of different methods against the optimum solution. Here, cost overrunning rate is calculated by the cost of each algorithm subtracts that of the optimum solution, and then divided by the latter. We also examine the optimality of our adjustment algorithm towards to the optimum solution under different window sizes, e.g., T thr = 1, 3, and 5. As we can see that our algorithm is very close to the optimum solution, and a larger value of T thr can approach the optimality more closely, which is consistent with the results in Figure 4 . Figure 5 . It is worth noting that our algorithm can guarantee the worst-case response delay of request is 100% confined within the predefined QoS target (i.e. 150ms), while L-Opt can only guarantee 75% of requests meet this goal under the same setup. This is because our algorithm does not occupy caches in most of the current clouds, while L-Opt relies too much on caching virtual queues, which not only affects the QoS of end users, but also increases the operational cost of the system. SLA violation is another important factor when considering QoS degradation of L-Opt, the reason is, L-Opt seeks to achieve a nice balance between delay and cost in the Lyapunov drift-penalty optimization construction, as a result, it has to shorten the queue lengths to achieve sufficient cost savings, and this inevitably increases SLA violations, which will be seen in the later experiments soon. Among the four algorithms, F-Rep has the best QoS as it always keeps a copy of video on each DC, and in this way the requests are always routed to the closest DC, thus, it can obtain a lower network delay. However, F-Rep has no doubt consumes the most cost. What's more, our advanced scheme only incurs approximately 10% of average response delay more than that of greedy algorithm over time.
E. OVERHEAD COMPARISONS
Next, we compare our algorithm with F-Rep, greedy algorithm and L-Opt, in terms of memory consumption, computation time, and communication bandwidth, respectively. To better investigate the impact of the number of videos on the overhead, we reduce the size of each video proportionately to hold more videos in bandwidth-limited VMs. We will use T thr = 3 as the default in the following. Figure 9 shows the memory consumption of the control center by all algorithms, we can see that F-Rep consumes the highest memory space as it has to store huge number of replicas on each DC. With our algorithm, the memory consumption is caused by storing the state information in previous time slot, thus, the memory consumption is slightly higher than that of greedy algorithm, however, the proposed algorithm only consumes half of the memory than that of L-Opt, this is due to the fact that the memory of L-Opt includes storage of saving middle results for dispatching decisions and queue storage for buffering requests (except request queues, it has virtual queues), it grows quickly as the number of videos increases. Figure 10 shows the CPU time of the control center when it carries out the respective dispatching algorithm per step. Among four algorithms, F-Rep has the lowest calculation time, as it just replicates the contents to the DC closest to the users with simple computation. We apply the request estimation and the content adjustment strategies upon the basic scheme, and thus our calculation time is slightly higher than that of greedy algorithm. However, the calculation time is much less than that of L-Opt, because the computation complexity of L-Opt is O(|D|!|D||V |), while the computation complexity of our algorithm is O(2 |D|·|V | ). Figure 11 shows the bandwidth cost incurred by all algorithms. The bandwidth consumption is caused by the control messages generated for request scheduling, it consists of: 1) user's HTTP requests to the corresponding ports, 2) URL resolution and redirection, 3) instructions for video transference, and 4) actual video migration from private cloud to public cloud. For conditions 1) and 2), four methods produce almost the same number of messages. For terms 3) and 4), F-Rep generates the most messages, because it performs content replication among all DCs. In order to minimize the monetary cost, L-Opt generated more control messages to flexibly migrate videos in the whole system, the bandwidth consumption is proportional to the queue length, and large queue sizes consume more bandwidth. Note that large bandwidth will cause high user departure, and then the queue length decreases accordingly. The figure also indicates that our adjustment algorithm can reduce at least 30% of bandwidth consumption compared to L-Opt, while the extra overhead just occupies no more than 1% bandwidth charges of that in greedy algorithm, which is negligible.
F. IMPACT OF VM TRANSFERENCES
It is known that transference between VMs and DCs may lead to QoS degradation of video viewers. However, such VOLUME 7, 2019 transference is used to deal with system overload or link congestion, thus, it is not completely avoided. In that context, subscribers are willing to be redirected to other VM or DC at the cost of reasonable QoS degradation. Thus, we investigate the number of VM transferences for four algorithms. Figure 12 illustrates the total number of VM transferences happened to all users in each hour. In the figure, the number of requests in the system is set to 1000 at the beginning and increased by 5% per hour until it reaches to 10000. We can find that users in F-Rep experience the highest number of VM transferences, and users in our algorithm have the lowest number of VM transferences. For F-Rep, surge of requests is a major factor that causes more VM transferences. The reason why users in L-Opt cause a higher VM transference is because it has to tradeoff the operational cost with acceptable SLAs violations. More precisely, large queue size requires more rentals of on-demand VM instances to ensure queue stability, which results in a larger increasing rate of VM transferences. Since we can utilize the propagation model to obtain the upcoming demands in advance, the number of VM transferences can be minimized. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the proximity of four algorithms to the optimum solution under different number of videos and requests, respectively. We can find that the cost of all algorithms grows in varying degrees as the increased number of videos and requests, and the proposed algorithm is closer to the optimum solution than other alternatives. What's more, L-Opt achieves a lower cost than that of greedy algorithm and F-Rep, and approaches the cost of our algorithm with a small distance. However, the overhead and response delay are higher than our algorithm as shown in the previous subsection. Figure 15 shows the SLA violations under different number of requests, where we fixed the number of videos to 100,000 and set the reporting period to 48 hours. From this figure, we can see that the proposed adjustment algorithm achieves a very low SLA violations compared to other algorithms. The SLA violations for the adjustment algorithm is always keeps below 1%, while the SLA violations grow rapidly as the number of requests increases by other algorithms. This is because, in a specific time period, large local peaks occur, our estimation approach enables the content provider to dynamically scale up the resources in advance and efficiently perform video replication and request assignment to the most suitable DC, as has been discussed in Section VI-D.
G. SUPPORT LARGE-SCALE SYSTEM
Finally, Table 3 shows the time consumption of control center by our adjustment algorithm under different number of clouds and desired cost reduction progress, e.g., 133 ms for 80% progress in the 5-clouds case implies that it spends 133 ms for the algorithm to realize 80% of the total cost reduction. The option allows us to suspend the algorithm at a proper time when we have achieved desired cost savings and no need to wait until its completion. This may potentially serve some commercial and strategic purposes. We can see that the proposed algorithm can dynamically adjust the required resources according to the expected objectives, and has nice flexibility and scalability.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the social video dissemination onto a heterogeneous cloud, with the goal of minimizing the overall system service cost, while meeting the desired QoS requirements over consecutive time periods. After analyzing the propagation characteristics of social video among users, we proposed a propagation model to estimate the upcoming requests for service deployment. Based on these models, we then proposed a greedy algorithm for video transference and request assignment and further develop an adjustment algorithm to rectify it towards to the optimum solution by estimating the contextual information of the requests and videos in the cloud. Finally, we examined the advocated algorithm by completely simulations, and performance results have shown that our algorithm can achieve optimal video replication and request assignment with proper bandwidth, CPU, and time overheads. We intend to implement our algorithm into the real video delivery systems (e.g., Youku in china) and study the influences of various factors (e.g., recommendation accuracy, bitrate, topology, etc.) and their coupling relations on content distribution in the future.
